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Serenade No. 2 in E Op. 36 *
I
Allegro vivace
II
Marcia. Allegro ma non troppo
III
Allegro moderato
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Violin Concerto in A minor Op. 41
Ilya Hoffmann, violin
I
Allegro con brio
II
Molto moderato quasi andante
III
Allegro
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Symphony in E minor Op. 31
I
Moderato
II
Allegretto
III
Scherzo
IV
Moderato
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Serenade No. 1 in F Op. 29
I
Allegro
II
Intermezzo 1. Allegretto moderato
III
Scherzo. Presto
IV
Andante ma con troppo
V
Intermezzo 2. Allegretto
VI
Finale. Allegro
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IGNAZ BRÜLL

number of important variants, mostly elaborations, of the original solo part. These variants,
which are most probably Brüll's own, were adopted for the recording. The work is in the
traditional three-movement concerto form. The first movement, the most elaborate and
symphonic in scope, starts with an 11 bar orchestral introduction after which the soloist offers
an introductory cadenza followed immediately by the Brahmsian main theme. A typical
feature of this movement, and indeed of the whole work, is the prominence given to short
solos on wind instruments, and this aspect of orchestral writing brings the style of the work
closer to Dvorák than to Brahms. The beautifully lyrical second movement is the emotional
fulcrum of the work. The soloist has the opportunity to sing out, occasionally sharing his song
with the first horn. The third movement, in rondo form, is dance-like, and lighter in character.
At the beginning of the coda, the time-signature changes from triple to duple time, in what is
perhaps the work’s only foray into a purely virtuosic passage-work.
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to please Viennese society. But note the harmonics of the closing bars of the Andante ma
non troppo with then sombre echoes of Brahms' Ein Deutches Requiem, written ten years
earlier.
There were virtually no Jewish professional musicians or composers at the beginning of the
19th century. Richard Wagner accused the Jews of being a harmful and alien element in
German culture. He argued that they had no connection with the spirit of the German people
and that Jewish musicians were only capable of producing music that was shallow and artificial.
Although completely unfounded, at the time, Wagner's criticism fuelled the growing antiSemitism in 19th century Austria and Germany, and Brüll's considerable music output lay
suppressed during his lifetime. With the rise of Nazi Germany in the 20th century, the music
of Brüll was banned from being performed and many of his manuscripts were burnt.
Gareth Vaughan
I knew very little about Ignaz Brüll before Cameo Classics, sent me a copy of the autograph
manuscript of Brüll’s Violin Concerto. His name was slightly familiar through his association
with Brahms, who thought so highly of Brüll's pianistic abilities that he regularly performed his
compositions in four-hand duo arrangements with Brüll. It was immediately obvious to me
that Violin Concerto was the work of a grossly underrated composer. Our soloist, Ilya
Hoffman, was already acquainted with the work through a piano score published in 1890 by
Verlag Gutmann, the only published version of the work. The only other source of the work
that we could find was a handwritten copy of the full score, copied by an unknown hand, in
the Fleisher Collection in Philadelphia. Using these sources I have been able to reconstruct a
full score and orchestral material. The autograph score is in a very clear hand, except for a
few places, and for these I referred back to the Fleisher copy. I had to reconstruct the
important horn parts in the second movement, where the autograph contained a significant
number of wrong notes, also dutifully copied out in the Fleisher copy. Here the piano score
became our guide. This keyboard reduction was also useful as the solo violin part contains a
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Ignaz Brüll was born on 7 November 1846 in the town of Prossnitz in Moravia. In 1850 his
family moved to Vienna. His parents were both very musical and soon realised that the young
Ignaz had great musical skills. Brüll's mother encouraged him by giving him his first piano
lessons, but it was evident that he required more professional tuition, and he became a pupil
of Professor Julius Epstein. Later he would study under Anton Rufinatscha and then Otto
Dessoff. By the age of 14 he had composed his first piano concerto. Brüll ventured into
writing operas, of which his Das Goldene Kreuz was the most long-lasting and financially
beneficial.
Being based in Vienna had many advantages, the most apparent being the contact with so
many prominent and influential composers, performers and conductors. Brüll and Johannes
Brahms became firm friends, a friendship which lasted until Brahms' death. Brüll built an
Austrian-style villa at Unterach on the shores of Lake Attersee. His home became known as
the 'Berghof’. Many musicians, particularly Brahms, visited for extended periods. Brüll was a
friendly, generous, and warm-hearted man. Brüll possessed high compositional skills. Even
Brahms was heard to say more than once that he envied Brüll the abundance of his melodic
ideas, and he would allow only Brüll to communicate his piano works to the public, such was
his admiration of his musicianship. Even Brahms’ orchestral works, including the symphonies,
were first played by Brahms and Brüll on two pianos for friends and publishers.
From the start of 1907 he had begun to feel unwell. His doctor ordered him to visit Karlsbad
for 'the cure' there, but Brüll died suddenly and quite unexpectedly during a visit to his
brother's home in Vienna at the age of 60.
Brüll wrote over 100 works for solo piano, many orchestral and chamber works and
numerous operas. Sadly, nearly all his works have been ignored by the music establishment
for more than a century, and the public have been denied access to Brüll's qualities which
were so evident to Brahms. Even his close friendship with Brahms could not save him from
the anti-Semitism being fuelled by Wagner and Liszt during the 19th century. Hitler idolised
Wagner, and he ordered that music scores of Jewish composers be found and burnt.
Fortunately for us, many of them were well hidden. Brüll deserves perhaps to be positioned
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alongside his friends Mahler and Schumann, and the closest of all, Johannes Brahms.
Adapted from ‘Brüll Rediscovery’ by kind permission of Philip Gorse. www.ignazbrull.com
is a small tone poem, which does not set out to tell the
The
precise story of the play, but rather to distil some of the foreboding atmosphere of one of
Shakespeare’s grimmest tragedies. A forceful rising theme, perhaps representing Macbeth’s
ambition, is contrasted with an urgent galloping figure, both being interrupted by trumpet
calls and eldritch notes on the woodwind. This material is developed until it gives way to a
triumphant march. Solemn brass chords are then heard before the music swirls to a close
with the defeat of the tyrant king.
The Violin Concerto, dedicated to the prominent violin virtuoso Johann Lauterbach, was
written in 1882 and ranks among the composer’s finest works, its glorious slow movement
being one of the most delicious concertante pieces ever written for the violin. The neglect of
this music is incomprehensible.
The
is the second of Brull’s three Serenades. It is scored for 3
flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani and strings (justifying
its title of Serenade für grosses Orchester) and consists of three movements. The first opens
with a serenely beautiful theme on the horns; other themes are introduced and rehearsed,
but there is no attempt at a formal development. Instead, Brüll achieves variety and interest
by exquisite dialogue between strings and woodwind and orchestration of a Mendelssohnian
transparency, reminiscent of that composer's incidental music to A Midsummer Night's
Dream. The pompous little march which follows has a light-footed central section dominated
by the flutes, who also introduce the last movement with a jauntily playful tune which soon
gives way to a romantic melody on the strings. A third subject is introduced, a rising and
arching theme, and the dialogue among these is skilfully worked out - an especially telling
moment being the appearance of the second theme in the lower strings accompanied by a
rhythmic figure derived from the opening tune - until a coda of busy strings leads to an
accelerando conclusion.
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Brüll’s
, completed around 1880, is a most important and
accomplished contribution to the symphonic repertoire in 19th century Europe. Although the
shadow of Brahms hangs over it, the composer's individual voice is in no way obscured by
that of the older master.
The work is well structured, confident and skilfully scored for the 'Romantic' orchestra of
double woodwind, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani and strings The first
movement opens in a mood of high seriousness with a brief, quiet introduction in the lower
strings, leading into a stem, impassioned theme, characterised by sweeping upward rushes
of demi semi-quavers and sharp syncopations. This is answered by a gentler subject and
these, together with a development of the introduction, are skilfully worked out in a highly
effective manner. This is followed by a gentle Allegretto of chamber music proportions,
notable for its lyrical grace and limpid textures. The Scherzo opens with a beguiling tune
introduced by the 'cellos and second bassoon over an accompaniment of repeated chords
in the woodwind (minus the flutes). Three pizzicato notes on the strings and a wind chord
usher in a central section (trio), characterised by a romantically yearning melody in C major
which is subjected to minimal development before the mischievous scherzo returns. The last
movement returns to the mood of the opening. A long, slow, march-like theme with a
prominent triplet figure occupies the central moderato section which develops to a solemn
climax before the allegro assai bursts in with a frenetic string melody. Throughout this 'finale'.
Brüll never allows the momentum to slacken, until the headlong rush is halted by a poignant
moment just before the coda when fragments of the opening theme are softly recalled, first
by the bassoons and then by the 1st violins playing on the G string. The melody droops,
exhausted, and expires as dramatic interruptions from the trombones urge the music to its
conclusion in an uncompromising E minor.
Little need be said about the
, the first of the three, except to
remark on its melodic invention and gracious orchestration. The orchestra employed is
smaller than for the symphony - double woodwind. 2 horns. 2 trumpets, timpani and strings
- and with it Brüll produces some delicate and delectable textures. Its entire character, from
the Mendelssohnian Allegro with which it opens, is urbane and civilised, just the sort of thing
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